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Abstract – Chemical-looping combustion (CLC) is a combustion process with inherent separation of CO₂, which is achieved by oxidizing the fuel with a solid oxygen carrier rather than with air. As fuel and combustion air are never mixed, no gas separation is necessary and, consequently, there is no direct energy penalty for the separation of gases. The most common form of design of chemical-looping combustion systems uses circulating fluidized beds, which is an established and widely spread technology.

Experiments were conducted in two different laboratory-scale CLC reactors with continuous fuel feeding and nominal fuel inputs of 300 Wₘₜ and 10 kWₘₜ, respectively. As oxygen carrier material, ground steel converter slag from the Linz–Donawitz process was used. This material is the second largest flow in an integrated steel mill, and it is available in huge quantities, for which there is currently limited demand. Steel converter slag consists mainly of oxides of Ca, Mg, Fe, Si and Mn. In the 300 W unit chemical-looping combustion experiments were conducted with model fuels syngas (50 vol% H₂ in CO) and methane at varied reactor temperature, fuel input and oxygen-carrier circulation. Further, the ability of the oxygen-carrier material to release oxygen to the gas phase was investigated. In the 10 kW unit, the fuels used for combustion tests were steam-exploded pellets and wood char. The purpose of these experiments was to study more realistic biomass fuels and to assess the lifetime of the slag when employed as oxygen carrier. In addition, chemical-looping gasification was investigated in the 10 kW unit using both, steam-exploded pellets and regular wood pellets as fuels.

In the 300 W unit, up to 99.9 % of syngas conversion was achieved at 280 kg/MWₘₜ and 900 °C, while the highest conversion achieved with methane was 60 % at 280 kg/MWₘₜ and 950 °C. The material’s ability to release oxygen to the gas phase, i.e., CLOU property, was developed during the initial hours with fuel operation, and the activated material released 1-2 vol% of O₂ into a flow of argon between 850 °C and 950 °C. The material’s initial low density decreased somewhat during CLC operation.

In the 10 kW, CO₂ yields of 75-82 % were achieved with all three fuels tested in CLC conditions, while carbon leakage was very low in most cases, i.e., below 1 %. With wood char as fuel, at a fuel input of 1.8 kWₘₜ, a CO₂ yield of 92 % could be achieved. The carbon fraction of C₂-species was usually below 2.5 % and no C₃-species were detected. During chemical-looping gasification investigation a raw gas was produced that contained mostly H₂. The oxygen carrier lifetime was estimated to be about 110-170 h. However, due to its high availability and potentially low cost, this type of slag could be suitable for large-scale operation.
1 Introduction

1.1 Chemical-Looping Combustion and Chemical-Looping Gasification

Figure 1 shows illustrations of the chemical-looping combustion and chemical-looping gasification principles.

![Figure 1: Schematic illustrations of (a) chemical-looping combustion (CLC) and (b) chemical-looping gasification (CLG).](image)

Chemical-looping combustion (CLC) is a carbon-capture technology with potential to drastically reduce the cost of CO₂ sequestration. The most common adaptation of CLC is based on two interconnected, chemical reactors: In the air reactor (AR) air is used to oxidize a solid oxygen-carrier, and in the fuel reactor (FR) fuel is added and oxidized by the oxygen carrier, which, in turn, is reduced. In this way, the combustion products are not diluted with nitrogen and, after condensation of steam, the fuel-reactor flue gas ideally consists of pure CO₂. In contrast to other carbon capture technologies, such as absorption or adsorption of CO₂ or oxyfuel combustion, there is no direct energy penalty for gas separation associated with chemical-looping combustion. General information about chemical-looping as well as an overview of trends and developments can be found elsewhere [1, 2].

Suitable process temperatures vary slightly for different oxygen-carrier materials, but are usually considered to be within the range of 850-1050 °C. The most commonly proposed way to design a chemical-looping combustor is to use circulating fluidized-beds (CFBs) with oxygen-carrier particles as bed material instead of an inert bed material as used in conventional applications.

In regular chemical-looping combustion, a gaseous fuel is assumed to react with the solid oxygen carrier. However, some oxygen-carrier materials can release gaseous oxygen, which was found to enhance fuel conversion. This process is referred to as chemical-looping with oxygen uncoupling (CLOU) [3].

The first CLC pilot, based on interconnected fluidized-bed technology, was constructed and commissioned in 2003. Today, chemical-looping operation in the literature involves at least 9000 h in 34 pilot units [4]. The majority of the operational experience with chemical-looping combustors has been obtained using gaseous fuels and manufactured oxygen carriers. In the case of chemical-looping combustion with solid fuels, however, more often low-cost materials based on minerals or waste materials are used. There are two main reasons for the focus on such low-cost materials. Firstly,
fuels usually contain significant quantities of ash, which is expected to decrease the lifetime of the oxygen carrier. Secondly, the requirements with respect to reactivity of an oxygen carrier material for solid fuels tend to be lower as compared to hydrocarbon-based, gaseous fuels. This is due to the higher chemical stability of, for example, methane in natural gas in contrast to the more reactive gases CO and H₂, which are intermediate products in solid fuel conversion.

Chemical-looping gasification (CLG) is built around the same principles as indirect fluidized-bed gasification, with two interconnected fluidized beds – air reactor and fuel reactor/gasifier – but uses an oxygen carrier instead of sand as bed material. This has potential advantages as compared to normal indirect gasification. Firstly, a more oxidizing environment and the presence of oxygen carriers in the gasifier reduces the tar content. Secondly, the cost of gas cleaning is reduced, as essentially all the fuel is converted in the fuel reactor, and none in the air reactor, thus reducing the volume of gas needing clean-up. Moreover, as no CO₂ is expected from the air reactor the CO₂ stream is concentrated with the syngas and, hence, amiable for capture. If biomass is used as fuel and capture of the CO₂ is applied, negative emissions of CO₂ can be achieved, while at the same time producing valuable syngas that can be used for, for example, biofuel production.

In this work, the CLC and CLG processes are made more cost-effective by using a by-product from the steel industry as oxygen carrier material.

2 Experimental

2.1 Chemical-Looping Test Units

2.1.1 300 W Unit

The laboratory-scale continuous 300 W unit requires approximately 250-400 g of oxygen-carrier particles, depending on their density. The reactor is 300 mm high and has two reactor chambers: an air reactor fluidized with air and a fuel reactor fluidized with methane. The fuel reactor has a cross-section of 25 mm x 25 mm, whereas the base of the air reactor is 25 mm x 42 mm and contracts to 25 mm x 25 mm in the riser section. Figure 2 shows the working principle of the reactor unit: high gas velocities cause the particles to leave the air reactor and enter the gas-solid separator placed on top flange of reactor unit (not shown). The particles fall back and enter the inlet of the J-type loop seal (downcomer). This causes particles at the outlet of the loop seal to drop down onto the bubbling bed of the fuel reactor (through the return orifice). From the bottom of the fuel reactor the particles flow back into the air reactor via the lower loop-seal. The air reactor is fluidized with air, the loop seals are fluidized with argon and the fuel reactor is fluidized with either methane (fuel operation) or argon (determination of CLOU behavior).
The off-gases from the reactors are separately cooled to 4 °C and filtered. The fuel-reactor flue gas passes a water seal, which generates a slight over pressure in the fuel reactor and reduces leakage of air from into the fuel reactor. The dried gases are analyzed for CO, CO₂, CH₄ (IR sensors) and O₂ (paramagnetic sensor). The fuel-reactor flue gas is also analyzed in a gas chromatograph to verify these gas species and to further quantify N₂ and H₂.

2.1.2 10 kW Unit

The 10 kW CLC unit consists of a fuel reactor (FR), an air reactor (AR), a riser, a cyclone and loop seals. In the fuel reactor the fuel is gasified by steam, whereupon gasification products are oxidized by the oxygen carrier, which, in turn, is reduced. The fuel reactor is also equipped with a recirculation loop, which is not shown in Figure 3, the function of which is to return elutriated char particles to the fuel reactor. In the air reactor (AR) the oxygen carrier is oxidized. In the riser, the oxygen carrier particles are lifted and circulated back to the fuel reactor via the cyclone – a gas–solids separator – and the upper loop-seal. The upper and lower loop-seals inhibit gas leakages between air reactor and fuel reactor.

The fuel reactor is fluidized with steam and operated as a bubbling bed. The fuel is introduced 100 mm into the bed, and the total bed height, i.e. the distance from the gas distribution plate to the overflow exit, is 273 mm. The fuel reactor has an internal partitioning to prevent surface by-pass and, consequently, give the particles a more even residence-time distribution. The total solids inventory is around 15 kg, out of which approximately 5 kg are in the fuel reactor. A schematic of the unit is shown in Figure 3. A more detailed description of the 10 kW unit can be found elsewhere [5].
The reactor is placed in an electrically heated furnace, which is necessary in order to reach the desirable operating temperatures at start-up. Due to heat losses from the system, heat also needs to be supplied to the reactor system during normal operation with fuel.

After passive cooling in finned pipes, the air reactor flue gas passes through a textile filter, where elutriated particles are trapped. The fuel-reactor flue gas is led through a water seal, which generates a slight overpressure in the fuel reactor with the purpose to control the pressure balance of the reactor system.

Cleaned and dried gas samples from both chimneys are led to gas analysers, where the fractions of O\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2} are determined in the flue gas of the air reactor, and, respectively, the fractions of CO\textsubscript{2}, CO, CH\textsubscript{4}, O\textsubscript{2}, and H\textsubscript{2} in the flue gas of the fuel reactor. The instruments used are Rosemount NGA2000 and Sick Sidor. CO\textsubscript{2}, CO and CH\textsubscript{4} are measured by IR sensors, O\textsubscript{2} with a paramagnetic sensor and H\textsubscript{2} with a thermal conductivity sensor. Bronkhorst mass flow controllers regulate all incoming gas flows and pressure transducers are used to monitor differential pressures related to bed heights and particle flows. Temperature in the system is monitored by three K-type thermocouples that are located in the air reactor, in the cyclone and in the fuel reactor.

### 2.2 Oxygen Carrier Material

Important criteria for oxygen carriers used in chemical looping with solid fuels include:

- high reactivity with fuel and oxygen, and ability to convert the fuel fully to CO\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O
- physical integrity during long periods of operation
• low cost
• preferably being environmentally sound

Combustion of solid fuels inevitably involves the release of fuel ash, which means that a large mass flow of ash has to be continuously discharged. This ash discharge, and possibly also fouling by ash, is expected to limit the lifetime of the oxygen carrier. Consequently, oxygen carriers of low cost are the primary choice for chemical-looping combustion and chemical-looping gasification with solid fuels. Natural minerals are such a low-cost option for oxygen carriers, industrial by-products like LD slag are another option. The feasibility of using minerals as oxygen carriers in CLC has previously been investigated and demonstrated [5-8].

LD slag is the second largest by-product in steelmaking. It is formed by reactions of slag formers (e.g. burned lime), silica, iron and other components during conversion of carbon-rich molten pig iron into steel in the basic oxygen blown converter process (aka Linz-Donawitz process). A typical steel mill may generate 100-300 kton/year, of which less than half can be recirculated internally to the blast furnace. There is very limited demand for LD slag for other purposes.

The chemical composition of LD slag makes it interesting as oxygen carrier. The composition will depend on the raw material used. A recent analysis from our source: 26.6 % Fe₂O₃, 3.3 % MnO, 11.9 % SiO₂, 39.8 % CaO, 9.1 % MgO with oxides of aluminum, titanium and vanadium being the main impurities. It shall be noted that combined Fe-Mn-Si oxides are among the more interesting combined oxide systems for oxygen carrying purposes [9, 10]. LD slag has previously been examined as oxygen carriers in experiments involving combustion [11] and tar reforming [12].

LD slag is generated after the molten steel have been tapped off from the converted vessel. The remaining molten slag is then poured into a slag pot which subsequently is discharged outside. LD slag is formed during cooling and solidification of the melt. The resulting slag is rather homogenous and possibly of more predictable quality than virgin minerals. It has high skeletal density (3 500 kg/m³) but its bulk density (1 200-1 400 kg/m³) is similar to that of sand.

The LD slag used for these experiments was produced by SSAB Merox AB. A sample of 180 tons was taken from a storage pile containing about 1 million tons. The sample was dried, crushed and sieved in a sieve shaker using two sieves (400 μm and 100/150 μm). The result was 38 tons of particulate LD slag in the size range 100-400 μm, to be used in a number of research activities.

2.3 Fuels used

For the tests conducted in the 300 W unit the fuels used were syngas, i.e., 50 vol% H₂ in CO, and methane.

The fuels used for chemical looping combustion and chemical looping gasification in the 10 kW unit are wood char, wood pellets, and steam-exploded wood pellets (aka black pellets). The wood char is produced by heat treatment (≈ 450 °C for > 10 h) in inert atmosphere. The steam-exploded wood pellets are intended for co-firing with coal and produced by exposing woody biomass to pressurized steam followed by a sudden pressure release and pelletization.

A major difference between the fuels is the volatile content. Volatiles are released quickly upon heating of the particles, and fuels rich in volatiles can create gas bubbles, which pass through the bed too quickly to be fully converted. The volatile content of the different fuels used as well as other properties are shown in Table 1.
The size of the fuel particles affects both the reactivity and fluid-dynamic properties of the particles. Small particles gasify faster due to a higher surface-to-volume ratio. On the other hand, small particles tend to follow the gas stream, whereas larger particles are likely to remain in the bed for longer periods of time. Hence, use of small fuel particles decreases fuel residence time in the bed, which can lead to lower solid-fuel conversion. A carbon stripper can be used to separate fuel and oxygen-carrier particles, if there is a sufficient difference in terminal velocity between the two types of particles.

### 2.4 Definitions and Data Evaluation

#### 2.4.1 300 W unit

The ability of an oxygen carrier to convert fuel to CO$_2$ is expressed by the CO$_2$ yield $\gamma_{CO_2}$, see Equation (1), where $[i]_{FR}$ are the volume fractions of species $i$ measured in the fuel reactor. The calculation is based on a carbon balance over the fuel reactor outlet.

$$\gamma_{CO_2} = \frac{[CO_2]_{FR}}{[CO_2]_{FR} + [CO]_{FR} + [CH_4]_{FR}} \quad (1)$$

#### 2.4.2 10 kW unit

**Solids circulation**

One way to quantify the circulation of solids in a circulating fluidized-bed (CFB) reactor is through the mass flux of solids, $\dot{G}_s$, which expresses the circulation as mass flow per area in kg/m$^2$s. Normally, the cross-sectional area of the riser is used as reference. This allows for comparison of solid circulation.
of CFB units of different size. It is usually not possible to measure the mass flux of solids directly, which is why it is calculated based on pressure measurements, which are extrapolated in order to obtain the bed density at the exit of the riser [13]. For practical reasons, this estimation is further simplified and adapted to the 10 kW unit, see Equation (2). CI is referred to as circulation index and is based on a pressure measurement over the riser, cf. Figure 3, on the superficial gas velocity, \( u_0 \), and on the terminal velocity, \( u_t \), which is approximated according to Kunii & Levenspiel [14]. Hence, the circulation index represents the gross amount of particles in the chosen riser segment, i.e., the sum of particles travelling upwards and downwards, and gives an overestimation of the true mass flux of solids. The circulation index is assumed to be proportional to the real mass flux.

\[
CI = -\frac{1}{g} \frac{\Delta p}{\Delta h} \cdot (u_0 - u_t) \tag{2}
\]

**Fuel conversion**

Fuel that enters the fuel reactor can follow one of three routes:

1. Conversion to gas in the fuel reactor, which is the desired case.
2. Conversion in the air reactor. Some char will inevitably follow the flow of oxygen carrier to the air reactor, where it is oxidized to CO\(_2\). This is expressed by Equation (3).
3. Exit the fuel reactor via the chimney as unconverted char (not monitored).

Gaseous species produced in the fuel reactor are either volatile fuel-compounds or products of char gasification. Volatiles include mainly CH\(_4\), H\(_2\), CO and CO\(_2\). Higher hydrocarbons are also present to smaller extent, but these are only measured up to C\(_3\)H\(_8\).

The degree of fuel oxidation, \( \eta_{\text{fuel}} \), is the ratio of the amount of oxygen consumed by the oxygen carrier in the air reactor with the stoichiometric amount of oxygen needed for full conversion of fuel to CO\(_2\) and H\(_2\)O. Equation (3) shows how the degree of fuel oxidation is calculated.

\[
\eta_{\text{fuel}} = \frac{n_{\text{O}_2,\text{AR, out}}}{n_{\text{O}_2,\text{stoich}}}
= \frac{n_{\text{O}_2,\text{AR, in}} - n_{\text{O}_2,\text{AR, out}} - n_{\text{CO}_2,\text{AR, out}}}{n_{\text{O}_2,\text{stoich}}}
\tag{3}
\]

Based on the concentration of CO\(_2\) in the exhaust gases from the air reactor the fraction of fuel carbon that leaks into the air reactor, \( f_{\text{CAR}} \), is determined, see Equation (4). The flow of CO\(_2\) leaving the air reactor is compensated for the atmospheric concentration of CO\(_2\), which was approximately 400 ppm during the time of the experiments. Closely connected to this carbon leakage is the carbon capture efficiency, \( \eta_{\text{CC}} \), which reflects unconverted char reaching the air reactor and being oxidized to CO\(_2\), see Equation (5). The carbon capture efficiency is the ratio of the carbon that leaves the fuel reactor via the chimney, i.e., converted to gas or as char, to the total flow of carbon into the reactor system.

\[
f_{\text{CAR}} = \frac{n_{\text{CO}_2,\text{AR, out}}}{n_{\text{C, fuel}}}
\tag{4}
\]

\[
\eta_{\text{cc}} = 1 - f_{\text{CAR}}
\tag{5}
\]

Another way to evaluate the conversion of fuel, which gives more detailed information about the different steps of conversion and selectivity, is to quantify the different species in the exhaust gas of the fuel reactor. The measurement equipment used, cf. Section 2.1.2, allows for monitoring of hydrocarbons up to C\(_3\)H\(_8\). The different carbon species are distinguished and calculated according to
Equations (6)-(10). A special denotation was chosen for the fraction of CO₂, i.e., $γ_{CO₂}$, to highlight that this is the desired carbon fraction.

$$γ_{CO₂} = \frac{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR}}{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR} + \dot{n}_{CO,FR} + \sum x (x \cdot \dot{n}_{C_{x}H_{y},FR})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

$$f_{CO} = \frac{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR}}{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR} + \dot{n}_{CO,FR} + \sum x (x \cdot \dot{n}_{C_{x}H_{y},FR})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

$$f_{CH₄} = \frac{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR}}{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR} + \dot{n}_{CO,FR} + \sum x (x \cdot \dot{n}_{C_{x}H_{y},FR})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

$$f_{C₂} = \frac{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR}}{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR} + \dot{n}_{CO,FR} + \sum x (x \cdot \dot{n}_{C_{x}H_{y},FR})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

$$f_{C₃} = \frac{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR}}{\dot{n}_{CO₂,FR} + \dot{n}_{CO,FR} + \sum x (x \cdot \dot{n}_{C_{x}H_{y},FR})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

The air-to-fuel ratio is the molar ratio of air fed to the air reactor and the stoichiometric amount of air needed for complete combustion of fuel, see Equation (11). A high air-to-fuel ratio also indicates a high circulation. The air-to-fuel ratios used in the 10 kW pilot unit are much higher than what would be feasible in a large-scale process. The reason for is that the 10 kW unit was designed for flexibility with respect to, e.g., oxygen carrier, fuel type and fuel input. The air flow in the riser is used to vary solids circulation and when high rates of solids circulation are tested together with a low fuel input, the air-to-fuel ratio reaches very high values. It was used for the evaluation of the results, because it expresses both, fuel flow and solids circulation in one value.

$$AFR = \frac{\dot{n}_{O₂,AR,in}}{\dot{n}_{O₂,stoich}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

3 Results

3.1 Experiments in 300 W unit

3.1.1 CLOU properties

The CLOU effect of LD slag was determined at different residence times in the 300 W reactor, i.e., in the beginning of the campaign and at its end, see Figure 4. This was done by monitoring the oxygen released in the fuel reactor, which was fluidized with argon. The fresh material showed little to no CLOU effect as the concentration of released oxygen could not be clearly differentiated from oxygen that leaked into the fuel reactor, i.e., 0.3-0.6 vol%. The used material, however, showed a distinct CLOU effect and the released oxygen was clearly higher than oxygen due to leakage. The amount of oxygen released by the used material increased with increasing temperature and varied between 1.1 vol% and 1.7 vol% between 850 °C and 950 °C at a flow of 1 L/n/min of argon. It appears as if CLOU properties developed during the first day of fuel operation, i.e., 2.7 h of operation with syngas, which corresponds to about 85 redox cycles.
3.1.2 Fuel conversion

With syngas as fuel, a very high CO₂ yield, up to 99.9 mol%, was achieved at 900 °C and a specific fuel-reactor bed mass of 280-340 kg/MWₜ, see Figure 5a. Initially, however, fuel conversion at similar conditions was lower, i.e., 98.1-98.7 mol% at 270-365 kg/MWₜ. This initial phase with lower fuel conversion lasted approximately a little more than 2 h. It seems likely that this improvement in fuel conversion is correlated to the development of CLOU properties described in Section 3.1.1. Syngas conversion with the LD slag-based oxygen carrier is higher than that of all but one manganese ore-based oxygen carriers tested in this unit; five materials published [6, 15] as well as four materials unpublished.

Syngas conversion improved towards higher temperatures and higher specific fuel-reactor bed masses. Initially, experiments in the 300 W unit with LD slag as oxygen carrier were conducted with syngas as fuel at 900 °C. Therefore, the high degree of variation seen in the data points representing 900 °C is likely linked to the initial phase of material activation.

After fuel testing with syngas, a series of experiments was performed with methane as fuel, see Figure 5b. Fuel conversion varied clearly with temperature as well as with specific fuel-reactor bed mass; between 250 kg/MWₜ and 350 kg/MWₜ, and 900 °C and 950 °C, CO₂ yields between 46 mol% and
60 mol% were achieved. This is somewhat higher than fuel conversion achieved with most manganese ore-based oxygen carriers that were tested in this unit; four materials published [6, 15] as well as four materials unpublished.

3.1.3 Particle attrition and characteristics

Particle attrition was monitored during fuel operation in the 300 W unit, and, additionally, attrition behavior of fresh and used particles was analyzed in a customized jet-cup attrition rig [16]. The different attrition rates as well as fuel operation time, bulk density and particle size distribution are presented in Table 2. The bulk density decreased significantly despite a widening of the particle size distribution. This suggests that the decrease in particle density was higher than that of the bulk density.

Table 2: Particle attrition, fuel operation time, poured bulk density and particle size distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel operation</th>
<th>(h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syngas</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average attrition rate observed under redox conditions</td>
<td>(wt%/h) 0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attrition index measured in a customized jet-cup attrition rig</td>
<td>(wt%/h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh particles</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles after 20 h of fuel operation</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk density determined based on standard ISO 3923-1</td>
<td>(kg/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh particles</td>
<td>1180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles after 20 h of fuel operation</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle sizes $D_{10}$, $D_{50}$, $D_{80}$</td>
<td>(µm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh particles</td>
<td>148, 180, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles after 20 h of fuel operation</td>
<td>62, 167, 224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Experiments in 10 kW unit

3.2.1 Fuel conversion

Table 3 shows the experimental parameters that were investigated with LD slag as oxygen carrier material.

Table 3: Experimental parameters investigated in the 10 kW unit with LD slag as oxygen carrier for the different fuels used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Black pellets</th>
<th>Wood char</th>
<th>Wood pellets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superficial gas velocity in the Riser</td>
<td>(m/s)</td>
<td>2.8-5.5</td>
<td>3.1-4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air reactor temperature</td>
<td>(°C)</td>
<td>815-940</td>
<td>820-920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel reactor temperature</td>
<td>(°C)</td>
<td>920, 965-980</td>
<td>965-985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel flow</td>
<td>(g/min)</td>
<td>9.0-33.5</td>
<td>3.0-6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(kW_{th})</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8-10.4</td>
<td>1.5-3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-to-fuel ratio</td>
<td>(mol/mol)</td>
<td>1.0-8.1</td>
<td>3.0-7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen-to-carbon ratio</td>
<td>(mol/mol)</td>
<td>4.7-13.0</td>
<td>5.8-22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed mass in fuel reactor</td>
<td>(kg)</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total bed mass</td>
<td>(kg)</td>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>12-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated specific fuel-reactor bed mass</td>
<td>(kg/MW_{th})</td>
<td>500-2 100</td>
<td>4 000-5 300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A higher superficial gas velocity in the riser leads to a higher circulation index, see Figure 6. The gas velocity in the riser was always higher than the average terminal velocity of the particles, i.e., 0.5-
0.8 m/s. The relatively high variation of the circulation index for a given superficial gas velocity is likely a result of variations in the system inventory. In the gas–solids separator, a large amount of particles, not only fines, was elutriated from the system and, consequently, the system inventory varied between 12 kg and 17 kg, cf. Figure 11.

The degree of fuel oxidation and carbon leakage to the air reactor at varied air-to-fuel ratio for the different fuels used are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The degree of fuel oxidation increases with an increasing air-to-fuel ratio. With black pellets at very high air-to-fuel ratios high degrees of fuel oxidation were achieved, i.e., 92 % and 96 %. In most cases carbon leakage was below 1 % of the fuel carbon and, except for a few outliers, all leakage was below 20 %. Carbon leakage with wood char as fuel seems to be higher than with the other two fuels investigated. It should be noted that both, the degree of fuel oxidation and carbon leakage to the air reactor, contain rather high uncertainties that stem from the uncertainty when estimating the fuel flow, which is known to vary considerable at certain conditions. Therefore, the uncertainties for both, the degree of fuel oxidation and carbon leakage to the air reactor, are estimated to be up to 20 % of the respective values.

Figure 9a-Figure 9d show the different fractions of carbon species in the fuel reactor, $\gamma_{CO_2}$, $f_{CO}$, $f_{CH_4}$ and $f_2$, at varied air-to-fuel ratio for the different fuels used. No C₃-species were detected during any
of the experimental settings investigated. The highest CO2 yield was achieved with wood char at a fuel input of 1.8 kWth. Here, the CO2 yield was 92 % and the carbon leakage was low, i.e., 2.4 %. Increasing the air-to-fuel ratio clearly improves fuel conversion, i.e., the CO2 yield increases while the carbon fractions of C2, CH4 and CO decrease. When wood char was used as fuel, which has a low volatiles content, the CO2 yield was generally somewhat higher than with black pellets or wood pellets but this could also be an effect of the higher carbon leakage. Further, the amount CH4 was clearly lower than with black pellets or wood pellets and no C2- or C3-species were detected.

The concentration of hydrogen measured was clearly above that of carbon monoxide, which can be attributed to the high hydrogen-to-carbon ratio in the fuel reactor, i.e., 4.7-22.4. The fractions of hydrogen measured in the fuel-reactor flue gas follows the same trend as the carbon fractions of CO Figure 9b. The highest average concentration of hydrogen was 36 vol% and was detected at 6.9 kWth fuel input of black pellets, at an air-to-fuel ratio of 1.6 and a hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of 6.4. The lowest hydrogen fraction measured was 6.6 vol%. There is no clear correlation for fuel type or hydrogen-to-carbon ratio.
3.2.2 Particle attrition and lifetime

Initially a large batch of LD slag based oxygen carrier was prepared, ca 30 kg, by removing particles larger than 500 µm followed by a washing process to remove fines, here defined as particles smaller than 63 µm. Thus the amount of fines in the fresh material was reduced to about 5 wt%. During operation, material was elutriated from both air reactor and fuel reactor at a rather high rate. Elutriated material was collected in the bag filter connected to the air reactor cyclone, in a horizontal pipe section between the fuel reactor outlet and the water-seal and in the water-seal. After fines were quantified and removed from the elutriated material, the fraction larger than 63 µm, together with fresh material, was refilled into the system. Fines were not collected continuously and the data was smoothed, i.e., interpolated.

The curve showing the cumulative amount of fines produced exhibits two jumps, at 4.3 h and at 8.9-9.4 h, see Figure 10. There, larger amounts of fresh material were added to the system. The rate of fines production is low during the initial four hours of fuel operation as well as during the last nine hours of fuel operation. In between, fines are produced at a higher rate, see Figure 11. Fresh oxygen carrier material, which contained about 5 wt% of fines, was added throughout the entire experimental campaign, see Figure 10, though more fresh material was added initially. Hence, the change in fines production over time is likely a result of several factors.

1. Fresh oxygen carrier contains about 5 wt% of fines. Whenever fresh material is added these fines are assumed to be elutriated instantly.
2. Fresh LD slag was found to undergo changes during the first hours of fuel operation, cf. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. This transition is likely to cause stresses within the material that lead to an increased attrition until the transition is complete.
3. Fines that are fuel ash can be neglected. 22.8 h of the total fuel operation was conducted with fuels that contained little ash, i.e., 49 g in total, and during 5.5 h wood char was used, which contained a total of 134 g ash.
4. Fines that are unconverted char were not quantified, but their influence on the fines production observed is assumed to be negligible. During the entire fuel operation time, the fuel added contained a total of fixed carbon of about 4.7 kg. If it is assumed that 5% of that carbon left the fuel reactor as char, this would correspond to a fraction of 2.5% of the total amount of fines produced.

It is assumed that the estimated average particle lifetime during the last part of the investigation, i.e., 110-170 h, is more representative for a large-scale operation. For a chemical-looping combustion boiler with a thermal power of 1000 MW, which contains a total of 850 t of solids inventory (500 t in the fuel reactor, 250 t in the air reactor and the rest in gas–solids separators and loop-seals) [17], the resulting regeneration rate of bed material would be in the range of 5-8 kg/MWh. It is emphasized that this number does not consider bed regeneration due to interaction with ash components, which may lead to sintering of the bed material. The typical regeneration rate of bed material used in conventional, biomass-fired CFB boilers is about 3 kg/MWh of quartz sand. If the interaction of an LD slag-based oxygen carrier with fuel ash is suitable and its cost is low, it can be a relevant oxygen-carrier material for large-scale chemical-looping combustion.
4 Summary and Conclusions

LD slag is an industrial by-product that is produced in very large amounts, while its use is limited. Thus, the cost of an oxygen carrier material for deployment in chemical looping applications, with respect to both raw material cost and cost of production, is potentially very low. LD slag was crushed, sieved and heat treated, before it was used for investigations in two small-scale chemical-looping reactor systems; 1) a unit with a nominal fuel input of 300 Wth, which was used with gaseous fuels syngas and methane for a total of 20 h with fuel operation, and 2) a unit with a nominal fuel input of 10 kWth, where investigations were conducted for a total of 28 h with three different biomass-based, solid fuels.

In the 300 W unit, the material was activated during the first couple of hours with addition of syngas. During activation, the material developed CLOU properties, i.e., the ability to release oxygen to the gas phase, and the CO2 yield increased notably. Very high degrees of syngas conversion were achieved, i.e., CO2 yields of up to 99.9 % at a specific fuel-reactor bed masses as low as 280 kg/MWth and at a temperature of 900 °C. Methane conversion was far from complete, i.e., 60 % at most at 280 kg/MWth and 950 °C, but still high compared to manganese ore-based oxygen carriers tested in this unit.

During chemical-looping combustion in the 10 kW unit, CO2 yields of 75-82 % were achieved with all three fuels tested, while carbon leakage was very low in most cases, i.e., below 1 %. In one case
when wood char was used as fuel, a CO₂ yield of 92% was reached, however, at a low fuel input, i.e., 1.8 kWth. The carbon fraction of C₂-species in the fuel reactor was usually below 2.5% and no C₃-species were detected. The oxygen carrier lifetime was estimated to be about 110-170 h, without taking into account effects of interaction with ash components.

During part of the investigation in the 10 kW unit the experimental parameters were adjusted to achieve chemical-looping gasification rather than chemical-looping combustion. For a gasification process, high fractions of H₂, CO and possibly CH₄ are desirable, while carbon leakage to the air reactor as well as the flue gas contents of char and tar should be as low as possible. Generally, the heating value of the cleaned product gas should be as high as possible. Not so surprisingly, black pellets and wood pellets, i.e., fuels with a high volatiles content, are more suitable for chemical-looping gasification than wood char. During chemical-looping gasification with black pellets as fuel, the dry flue gas consisted mostly of H₂, followed by CO₂, CO, CH₄ and C₂-species, not counting N₂. This raw gas is suitable for further processing towards a desired product.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the investigation conducted.

- LD slag is an industrial by-product, which is available in huge quantities and for which there is currently a very limited demand. To be used as oxygen carrier in a chemical-looping process, essentially, only crushing is required. Therefore, it should be much cheaper to produce than oxygen carrier materials based on minerals and ores.
- LD slag-based oxygen carrier develops CLOU properties during the initial hours of fuel operation, i.e., about 85 redox cycles. During that period its fuel conversion properties improve significantly.
- With LD slag-based oxygen carrier, 99.9% conversion of CO to CO₂ is possible.
- With high-volatile fuels, i.e., black pellets and wood pellets, no C₃-hydrocarbons were detected in the fuel reactor fuel gas. With a low-volatile fuel, i.e., wood char, neither C₂- nor C₃-hydrocarbons were detected.
- Carbon leakage to the air reactor was low, in most cases below 1% of the fuel carbon, so that high carbon capture efficiencies should be feasible.
- During chemical-looping gasification operation with high-volatile fuels, i.e., black pellets and wood pellets, a raw gas was produced that contained mostly hydrogen and that should be feasible for further processing towards a desired gas blend.
- Based on fines production, the particle lifetime was estimated to be 110-170 h. In a conventional CFB combustor this lifetime would correspond to a bed regeneration rate of about 5-8 kg/MWh, which is close to conventional regeneration rates and should therefore be feasible.
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